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The phase structure of hot gauge theories with dynamical matter fields is reexamined in the canonical ensemble
with respect to triality. We discuss properties of chromoelectric and chromomagnetic sectors of the theory and
show whereas electric charges carrying a unit of Z(Nc) charge are screened at high temperatures via dynamical
matter loops, this is not the case for the Z(Nc) magnetic flux. An order parameter is constructed to probe the
realization of local Z(Nc) symmetry in the magnetic sector. We argue this order parameter may be used to detect
the deconfinement phase transition which is defined in terms of the screening mechanism.
Here we continue an investigation of the phase
structure of hot gauge theories in the canonical
ensemble with respect to triality [1]-[3]. Usually,
the deconfinement phase transition is associated
with the appearence of nonzero triality states in
hot phase [4,5]. In particular Z(Nc) gauge theo-
ries with Higgs fields have been precisely analyzed
[5]. Since it was known that at zero temperature
this system has two phases, a confining/screening
phase and a deconfining one [6] separated by a
critical line and since such a critical line was not
found it has been concluded that at finite T the
critical behaviour may not be present at all.
Our motivation for what follows is
I) it is not obvious a priori that “free triality
states” indeed exist in deconfined phase and quite
possible there might be a phase transition unre-
lated to the triality liberation but rather to dif-
ferent screening mechanisms of triality;
II) the previous emphasis has been put on the
realization of global Z(Nc) symmetry. Localizing
Z(Nc) looks promising [7].
We are dealing with the canonical ensemble
(CE) introduced in [1,2]. This ensemble reveals
the following properties [3]:
1) In the low temperature phase every state
has zero triality. In the deconfined phase the
whole system possesses zero triality. Since all
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Z(Nc) noninvariant variables are projected out,
the Polyakov loop (PL) itself has only little mean-
ing in the CE and a single quark does not appear
in the spectrum;
2) Metastable minima with unphysical proper-
ties are absent, all Z(Nc) phases are degenerate;
3) Chiral symmetry is restored in all Z(Nc)
phases and at the same temperature [3].
Generalizing the A operator introduced in [7] to
finite T theory, correlation function of PLs should
be considered instead of Wilson loop (WL) as
At(Σ, R) =
< L0LR >F
< L0LR >0
, (1)
where the numerator is calculated over a frus-
trated ensemble defined by the partition function
in CE
ZF =
1
Nc
Nc∑
k=1
∫ ∏
l
dUl
∏
x,i
dΨ¯ixdΨ
i
xe
−SF−Sq(k)(2)
Sq is a quark action, where U0 → exp[
2pik
Nc
]U0
for a time slice [1] and “frustrated” action is ob-
tained from the Wilson action SW as SW → SF =
SW (ZUp). Singular transformations Z are de-
fined on a closed dual surface Σ [3]. A similar
F -ensemble may be constructed for spatial WL
and the As operator which is the same as in zero
temperature theory introduced. The At and As
can be used to measure screening effects of dy-
namical fields and screening effects of pure glu-
onic interaction estimating their competition.
2IfW (C) is WL in Z(Nc) pure gauge theory one
has in the weak coupling regime
< W (C) >∼ exp(−γglPC), (3)
PC is a perimeter of loop C. Matter fields enforce
WL to decay with perimeter law at any coupling
< W (C) >∼ exp(−γdynPC). (4)
We refer to γdyn as coming from the dynamical
screening. Keeping the system in a coupling re-
gion where the pure gauge interaction leads to an
area law one has
< W (C) >∼ K1 exp(−γdynPC)+K2 exp(−αglS).
αgl is the string tension of pure gauge theory. In
the F ensemble K2 → −K2. It gives A = 1 at
C → ∞ and signals that dynamical screening
dominates the system. There is a critical point
in a pure gauge system above which
< W (C) >∼ K exp(−γdynPC)+K4 exp(−γglPC).
In the F ensemble one has to change the sign of
K4. There is a competition between the kinetic
and dynamical screening. One gets
A(Σ, C) =
{
1, γdyn < γgl,
−1, γdyn > γgl.
}
. (5)
In the lower regime the kinetic screening gets
stronger and Z(Nc) charge can be detected. This
is an inherent feature of the deconfined phase. In
fact, (5) predicts exact equation for the critical
line in the theory γdyn(α) = γgl(g
2) with g2 and
α the gauge and Higgs couplings, respectively.
We argue, to reveal the critical behaviour one
has to analyze screening mechanisms of triality
in different gauge coupling intervals. We define a
deconfinement phase of the theory with dynami-
cal matter fields as a weak coupling phase where
the screening due to gluon interactions is stronger
than the dynamical one.
At finite T the spatial WL behaves as at T = 0
and As should be a proper order parameter, too.
A nontrivial value of As implies that a unit of
Z(Nc) flux is unscreened dynamically and de-
tectable at long range.
The behaviour of At differs. In strong coupling
regime the correlation function of PLs for pure
gauge sector decays exponentially. The fermionic
sector generates terms screening heavy quarks
and leads to a constant value of the correlator
even at spatial infinity. This implies At = 1. In
weak coupling region the pure gauge sector also
gives a finite value for the correlator at spatial in-
finity leading to a competition with the dynami-
cal screening. Hence, the direct use of At as an
indicator of a phase transition is impossible be-
cause both contributions are finite in the R→∞
limit. One may argue that At = 1, the stable in-
terfaces of pure gauge system become unstable in
the presence of dynamical matter.
Applying above idea we examine the model of
Z(2) gauge spins coupled to the Higgs fields at
finite T . The canonical partition function of the
Z(2) gauge model is given by the path integral
Z =
1
2
∑
k=±1
∑
sl=±1
∑
zx=±1
eSW+SH , (6)
SW =
∑
p0
λ0Sp0 +
∑
pn
λnSpn , (7)
SH = S
sp
H + S
t
H =
∑
x,µ
hµzxsµ(x)zx+µ. (8)
Both fields obey periodicity conditions. To calcu-
late the operator At we shift the surface Σ to the
Higgs part of the action getting
At(Σ, R) = −
< L0LR >F
< L0LR >0
, L0 =
Nt∏
t=1
s(0, t). (9)
Putting Ω as a volume enclosed by Σ we introduce
h0 → h0(x) =
{
h0(x /∈ Ω),
−h0(x ∈ Ω)
}
. (10)
Then if λ0 , λn << 1, using strong coupling
expansion we get (up to the second order)
< L0LR >=
Nt∏
t=1
tanhh0(0, t) tanhh0(R, t)
[1 + 2DNt tanhλ0 tanh
2 hn(1 − tanh
2 h0)], (11)
where D is the space dimension. Since the linking
number of PL in the origin and the surface Σ is
31, it gives At = 1 + o(λ
2). The expression in the
square brackets is an even function of h0(t) up to
the (tanhλ0)
LΣ order, where LΣ is a linear size
of domain enclosed by Σ. The corresponding pla-
quettes will change signs only on the boundary.
Thus,
At = 1−NΣC1(tanhλ0)
LΣ , (12)
where NΣ is the number of frustrated plaquettes.
It leads at Σ→∞ to the expected result At = 1.
Now if λ0 , λn >> 1, it seems the fermionic
contribution is suppressed as h2Nt0 and might be
dropped relatively to the kinetic screening but it
misleads. To skip this contribution, one should
isolate it expanding the correlation function in
small h0 what is known to be divergent [5]. Thus,
there is no direct way to separate the Debye
screening from fermion screening in electric sec-
tor. In the F ensemble there is a competition
between the vacuum state I with all the spins up
or down depending on the triality sector and the
state II when all the time-like spins are flipped
inside Ω(Σ) relatively to links outside and the dif-
ference of classical actions gives
SI − SII = 2λ0NΣ − 2h0Ω(Σ). (13)
On a finite lattice there always exists a large λ0
when the surface term wins and At = −1. When
Σ→∞ this state can be a metastable state only
as the volume term supresses the surface term in
this limit. Hence, this is the state from SII which
dominates the thermodynamic limit and leads to
At = 1.
Turning to As we have as above
As(Σs, C) = −
< Ws(C) >F
< Ws(C) >0
, (14)
where Ws(C) is the space-like WL defined in (6),
Σs is a two dimensional surface on a dual lattice,
Ωs is the corresponding volume. The temporal
part of the Higgs action is not affected by Z(2)
singular gauge transformations but for the spatial
part we get in the F ensemble
SspH =
∑
x,n
hn(x)zxsn(x)zx+n , (15)
where hn(x) is defined similarly to (10). If λn <<
1 one gets as in previous case
As = 1−NΣsC2(tanhλ)
LΣs , (16)
which gives As = 1 in the Σs → ∞ limit. But
if λn >> 1, the gauge part gives the following
contribution to the WL
< W (C) >∝ exp
[
−2PC(e
−2λ)6
]
. (17)
The fermionic screening is suppressed as hPCn , i.e.
< W (C) >∝ (tanhhn)
PC . (18)
It allows us to expand in small hn since there are
no loops going around the lattice in space direc-
tion which could destroy the convergence. It is
straightforward to calculate, e.g. < F (Σs) > in
leading order of small h
< F (Σs) >= exp
[
−δNΣs +O(h
6)
]
, (19)
where δ ≈ 2h4 tanhλ. If we shift surface Σs back
to the pure gauge action, the dominant contribu-
tion in the F ensemble comes from configurations
of gauge fields sn(x) flipped in the volume Ω(Σs)
relatively to sn(x) outside of Ω(Σs). The WL
changes sign in the F ensemble and we find
As(Σs, C) = −I. (20)
The critical line in the main order is determined
from e−2(e
−2λc )6 = tanhhcn.
Thus, At probes directly domain walls in finite
T theory and shows whether interfaces are sta-
ble. As = −1 indicates a deconfinement phase
transition to a phase where the kinetic screening
dominates the dynamical one.
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